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Lockable Handle
For most RuB ball valves in sizes 1/4”-4” RUBINETTERIE UTENSILERIE BONOMI

  

The RuB lockable handle is made of strong Geomet® carbon steel and designed to discourage tampering.
The RuB locking device covers the top nut of the valve making removal impossible without a key.
Easy to install on valves in the field, the RuB lockable handle will lock s.93 RuB valve the closed position only in compliance with OSHA
(USA) safety requirements, while other RuB valves can be locked in both the open and closed positions.

Lockable only in closed position when assembled 
on s.93 1/4”-2” RuB range

Lockable in both open and closed positions when 
assemble on any other 1/4”- 4” RUB range

for most RuB ball valves
in sizes 1/4"-4"

Dimension A shows handle lenght from center of stem; dimension H shows height of handle compared to standard handle assemble on valves.
Two bottom lines show size of valve to fit wish each size of lockable handle. Use 9/32” size shackle padlock up to 2”, and 5/16” over.
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